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Spectrum Technologies excelled 

at international trade and 

innovation. Every April, winners 

of the Queen’s Awards are 

officially announced in a special 

Gazette supplement. In 1995, 

Spectrum Technologies was a 

recipient of the Queen’s Award 

for Export. This was the UK’s top 

award for export achievement 

and to be awarded the Queen’s 

Award, a company must show a 

substantial and sustained 

increase in export earning over 

three consecutive 12 month periods, to a level 

which is outstanding for the products and 

services concerned and for the size of the 

organisation. Spectrum developed a strong 

export record over time where 95% of all the 

sales were exported. North America was the 

single largest market for its product, with 

typically 60% of sales, followed by Europe with 

20% and sales to the rest of the World 

constituting about 15%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The CAPRIS 50 was the first of Spectrum’s 3rd 

generation UV laser wire markers, but more 

importantly, it was the first low-cost, compact 

UV laser wire marker on the market, providing 

access to UV laser wire marking technology for 

aircraft MRO operations and low volume 

manufacturing applications. It was also the 

world’s first Neodymium (Nd:YAG) solid state 

UV laser based wire marker offering on-the-fly 

marking capability.The CAPRIS 50 defined the 

state of the art in low cost ultraviolet (UV) laser 

wire and cable markers. The system was 

designed specifically for the processing of single 

core wires and jacketed multi core cables 

employed in the aerospace and other critical 

industries. CAPRIS 50 offered mark, measure 

and cut capabilities and was able to process 

wire and cable from 26 ga. up to 6 ga. CAPRIS 

50 was able to employ non-aggressive UV laser 
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marking to produce a permanent high quality, 

high definition cable identification mark. The 

whole system was controlled by an IBM 

compatible PC using simple menu driven 

software.  

CAPRIS 50 ultraviolet laser wire marking and 

processing system was among the first 

Millennium Products to be selected under the 

nationwide initiative run by the Design Council. 

 

 

 

 

KF Aerospace, formerly Kelowna Flightcraft, 

based in Kelowna, British Columbia, Canada, 

purchased the first CAPRIS 50 UV laser wire 

marker. By the end of its production run in 2003 

over 150 units had been sold worldwide. 

The system was purchased after KF Aerospace 

won a contract with the Canadian Department 

of Defence for an Avionics Update programme 

for Lockheed T-33 Jet Trainers. At the time of 

the order CAPRIS 50 was still in production, so 

the wire used for the first aircraft was marked 

at Spectrum Technologies UK headquarters and 

sent to KF Aerospace until the new system 

could be delivered. In 1996 the UK Ministry of 

Defence (MOD) bought 15 systems which were 

installed across various RAF bases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 3: CAPRIS 50- KF Aerospace 

 

 

 

David Davies joined Spectrum as Field Service 

Manager in 1996 to develop the installation and 

maintenance of both the small and large 

systems. From just David and one Service 

Engineer the Department rapidly grew over the 

next 5 years to encompass Engineers based in 

the UK, USA and Italy with agents covering all 

other major locations worldwide. 

 

 

 

 

Picture 2: CAPRIS 50 

https://www.spectrumtech.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/CAPRIS-50.jpg
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Spectrum’s first export success in the Asia 

Pacific region was the CAPRIS 100 for Mitsubishi 

Heavy Industries in Japan. The fully automated 

CAPRIS 100-12 with Auto Select & Load and 16 

station dereeler was installed at MHI's Komaki 

Plant in Nagoya.  MHI also intended to use the 

CAPRIS system in the production of the F-2 Next 

Support Fighter aircraft for the Japanese Air 

Force and is also in joint 

development/production with Lockheed Martin 

on the F-16 (base fighter). Additionally the 

CAPRIS 100-12 were used to assist in the 

manufacture of the SH-60J ASW Helicopter for 

the Japanese Navy, for whom MHI was the 

prime contractor and manufacturer under 

license from Sikorsky.   

 

 

Princess Anne visited Spectrum Technologies 

while in South Wales on an official visit and 

undertook a tour of the factory in recognition of 

Spectrum’s Queen’s Award. 

 

 

 

 

Spectrum established its first US office in 

Riverside, CA to provide sales and service 

support to the company’s North American 

customer base.  The company later moved to Ft 

Worth, TX. 

 

 

In 1998, Spectrum Introduced CAPRIS 60 mid-

range solid state UV laser marker. The launch 

customer was Kakamigahara Aero Equipment 

(KAE) located in Kakamigahara City, Japan. 

Picture 4: David Davies 

Picture 5: Princess Anne visiting Spectrum 
Technologies in 1997 
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Spectrum Technologies first export to South 

America was to Embraer S.A, a Brazilian aircraft 

manufacturer and the third largest producer of 

civil aircraft after Boeing and Airbus. The CAPRIS 

60 systems were installed at Embraer's Sao Jose 

dos Campos factory in Sao Paolo, to support 

manufacture of wire harnesses for the Embraer 

ERJ-135 and ERJ-145 regional jet aircraft.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 6: CAPRIS 60 

Picture 7: CAPRIS 60- Alan Kirkham and Peter Dickinson 

Picture 8: Spectrum's Staff (1999) – Peter Dickinson, Rhys 
Roberts, Jon Davies, Simon Tarr, Elaine Hardy, Helen 

Hornett, Lee Hopkins and David Davies are still in Spectrum 
Technologies 


